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Human T cell leukemia virus (HTLV) type II is endemic in certain American
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequence analysis. PCR analysis was done on peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) DNA from seropositive Indian donors, using tax and pol primers to confirm HTLV-II infection as described previously [9] . For sequence analysis a 630-bp amplicon from the env region was cloned and sequenced using conditions previously described [7] .
Materials and Methods
Identification of HTLV-II-seropositive donors. All but 1 of the seropositive individuals described here were found to be seropositive after blood donation to the United Blood Services (UBS) blood bank in Albuquerque [9] . The remaining individual is patient 2 (isolate MSA-lb) of a previous report describing HTLV-II infection in 2 Pueblo women with a TSP/HAM-like neurologic illness [12] .
All T  ---C  6136  C  -.  -T  6148  A  ---G  6163  T  ---C  6187  G  ---A  6209  C  ---T  6226  C  .  .  .  T  6286  G  ---A  6298  A  .  .  -G  6349G  ---A  6379  C  ---T  6409  G  ---A  6430  A  ---G  6445  C  ---T  6469  A  ---T  6478  A  .  -.  G  6520  T  ---C  6532  C  ---T  6553  T  ---C  6571  G  ---A  6580  A  ---G  6603  A  ---G  6611  T  ---G  6628 Although we are unable to determine whether the NaDene ancestors of the Navajo were once host to a single subtype of HTLV-II, the Pueblo groups appear to have predominantly HTLV-IIb. Our operating hypothesis is that HTLV-II sequences can be considered equivalent to genetic markers for tracing lineage among indigenous New World populations. This conclusion should be tempered by the recognition that our sample sizes are small, that viruses may undergo selection and mutation independent of the host population, and that it may not be possible to determine whether an endemic infection is ancient or the result of recent contact between two populations. It remains unclear if and when the two subtypes of HTLV-II may have arisen from a common prototype virus. Similarly, it is unclear at present whether HTLV-II shares a common ancestor with HTLV-I.
Introduction of HTLV-II into the I VDU population. The rapid mutation of many RNA viruses makes it difficult to determine with any confidence the route by which such viruses spread among populations. However, the HTLVs are remarkable for a high degree of interisolate conservation, and genetic variation among HTLV isolates can be stably maintained between populations that do not admix [6] .
Any explanation for the introduction of HTLV-II into the IVDU population should account for the existence of both HTLV-IIa and -lib forms in that population and its presence as early as the mid-1970s. We believe it is likely that these 
